
1. Garmin Forerunner 645 
Music Smart Watch £199.99
With Garmin Forerunner 645 Music, every run is a  
performance. This GPS running watch stores up to 
500 songs and includes Garmin Pay contactless 
payment solution, so you can leave your phone 
and and wallet at home. Fine-tune your training with 
wrist-based heart rate, advanced running dynamics 
and performance monitoring features that evaluate 
your training and recovery. You can even customise 
your watch by downloading free watch faces, apps 
and more from the Connect IQ store and stay linked 
to what matters with a variety of connected features.

2.2. VTech Kidizoom 5MP Camera £40
Your kids can take great photos and videos with this 
dual lens ve megapixel camera by VTech. The two 
lenses can be swapped at the touch of a button. 
Add fun effects, stamps and frames to photos and 
videos, or use the auto-portrait feature to take 
photos automatically. Record your voice and apply 
funfunny effects to it! Features include four times digital 
zoom, games, voice recorder, wacky photo shaker, 
photo editor and more. 

3. Dyson Purier Hot and Cool Purier 
Fan Heater £549.99
The Dyson Purier Hot and Cool Purier Fan Heater 
captures dust, allergens and bacteria and its 
fullfully-sealed HEPA standard ltration means what 
goes inside, stays inside. A powerful circulation 
puries the whole room with senses and reports to 
automatically and precisely diagnose, display and 
react to your air quality. To prevent pollutants leaking 
back into the air, it's not just the lter that's sealed 
to HEPA H13 standard, it's the whole purier. 

4. 4. Logitech G502 Hero Lightspeed 
Wireless Gaming Mouse £129.99
G502 joins the ranks of the world's most advanced 
wireless gaming mice with the release of G502 
Lightspeed. It is ultra-fast and reliable with 
performance trusted in competition by esports pros. 
This mouse also features the next-generation Hero 
25K sensor and is p25K sensor and is powerplay compatible. With this 
complete advanced technology remastering, this 
mouse still retains the same beloved shape and 
achieves a 7-gram weight reduction. Play at 
lightspeed without limits. 

5. Samsung SmartThings Hub £79.99
Turn your house into a Smart Home with a 
SmaSmartThings Hub. Connect wirelessly and control a 
wide range of Smart appliances, sensors and devices 
together to create a safer environment for you, your 
family and help reduce your bills. Use your 
SmartThings Hub to connect a whole range of Smart 
devices and make them work in sync. The 
SmartThings App for iOS or Android allows you to 
monimonitor, receive alerts and control connected 
devices in your home no matter where you are. 
Supports Zigbee, Z-Wave, Alexa, Google Assistant 
compatible devices. 
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